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ATTRACTIONS.
[ART. 93
I   1
/
density at any point It is p cos cf> dg, where <£ is the angle the outward normal at H makes with the axis of f.    We therefore .arrive at the following rule; if V = <£(|7y, £) is the potential at P} of ajolid homogeneous body>Me .potential at P of a layer onjite__ -boundary of surf ace density Apcos <f> is —AdV/d^ or, which is the_  j : same thing, AX where X is the % component of attraction at P. Here A is a constant for all elements of the attracting body.
t If the body is heterogeneous, let its density be p =ty(x') y'3 z')] .he interior of the composite body is not now vacant, its density is Adp'jdx', while the surface density at R is, as before, Ap cos c/>, where p is the density at E of the given body. We notice that when the density of the given body is zero along the bounding ^> surface, the potential of a body of density dp'/dx is dV/d%.
v 93. Ex. 1. As an example consider the case of a homogeneous solid sphere. The £ components of attraction at P are $ira*pZ/r3 or %irp£ according as P is external or internal. Hence these are also the potentials of a surface layer of density p cos <£, or px'/a if x' is measured from the centre.
Ex. 2. If F be the potential at P of a homogeneous body, prove that the potential at the same point of a thin layer on its surface of surface density
A (xp - yX)  is A [x -j— y — )  where X, /a, v are the  direction cosines of the \    cly        clx j
normal.   [Turn the body round the axis of z through an angle 6$.]
Ex. 3. The surface density at any point Q of an infinitely extended plane is m, E is a given point distant EO — z from the plane. The potential of the plane at any point P on the side of the plane opposite to E is F. Let JiJQ=r', EP=r and let 6 be the angle EG makes with EP. Assuming the first of the following theorems deduce the others.
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•   To deduce the second result from the first we perform the operation — -- on
z   dz
both m and V. The third is similarly deduced from the second and so on. To obtain the fourth we refer E to fixed coordinates x, y, z and operate on the first with djdx and djdy.
The first result for a point P on the axis EO produced is obtained by an easy integration. It follows by a theorem of Legendre on the attraction of solids of revolution (to be proved presently) that this result being true for a point P on the axis is necessarily also true when P does not lie on the axis.

